Overview

Here’s an easy technique for seaming garter cast on and/or bind off ends that doesn’t require any grafting. It’s a step-by-step process with consistent results and no tapestry needle required.

It combines two common techniques, the 3 Needle Bind Off with a Knit 2 Together Bind Off in an easy to work technique that mimics garter on the front side and has a nice clean look on the back.

A new twist for some old techniques

- **3 Needle Bind Off**: This technique also uses 3 needles, combining live stitches from 2 needles onto a third. What’s different? It’s worked on the right side so it shows.
- **K2Tog Bind Off**: This is worked as k2tog, return to left needle and repeat. The same idea is used here resulting in the nubby stitch that mimics garter stitch.

---

You can also watch a video tutorial on our YouTube Channel. You can link here or search for Laura Cunitz.